1. Introduction. Let E be a Banach space, Z a linear subspace of E and x an element of E. An element z^Z is a best approximation of x from Z provided \\x -2 0 || = inf ||* -z\\. zeZ Thus, to every linear subspace ZQE and element xQE there corresponds a bounded closed convex (possibly empty) set B z (%) = {so G Z:\\x -2 0 || = inf ||* -*||}.
Following Phelps [9] we say that ZQE is a Cebyâev subspace if B z (x) is one pointed for each xQE.
If The purpose of this note is to give an affirmative answer to (ii) (and hence to (i)).
Before proceeding to this result let us call attention to the interesting "Nikol'skiï" norm introduced by V. Istratescu 
COROLLARY. If (xi, fi) is an unconditional basis for E, (ai) and (ei) sequences of scalar s with | e t | S1 then S 4K
t-1 where K satisfies (2.1). Also, if i£cr is such that bi^fi{x) then the third term on the right of (2.6) is not zero and it follows that, for y-Z»e«r &f#»> \\\x-y\\\ > \\\x-s 9 (x)\\\; i.e., B a (x) = {«?<,(#)} for each x G E and a G 2.
has been given previously by Bessaga and Pelczynskï
A similar argument shows that B a (x)= {s ff (x)} for each #G£ and crGS, and so (ii) holds.
With obvious modifications Theorem 2.5 extends easily to Fréchet spaces.
